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The User ID should be the name you prefer and the User Password is the combination of characters and numbers. You may choose from a suggestion list of the default user names and the passwords. If you change your password then you have to reset it. I got a 1Password fill from the Etka updates. For using OneBox Core I have to disable the "Smart passwords" in
the 1Password preferences. Don't know if this is a general issue for all company user accounts, but I have a different password for EtkaCore than my normal passwords. I cannot get my 1Password to auto-fill with the etka updates. If I use the Mac version of 1Password, all goes smoothly. If I try to do it with 1Password for iPad, I get the error message, 'Password
Generator is available but not configured for your account'. I have Apple ID, password and iCloud enabled in 1Password. I have also deleted 1Password.app and tried several times in incognito mode. I have also tried deleting my 1Password.1pass file, resetting 1Password and reopening it. I have iCloud on, but not enabled. I have an Apple ID password. I am using Mac
10.9.4 and 1Password 2.0.0.0b. What can I do? I've been trying to get my company logins working with the new1Password update for the last couple of days. I finally had it working for about a day. I'd log in fine, then log out. When I'd log back in, it would tell me to reset my password. Entering it would result in the same problem. Well, it seems that the update
worked well for a while. I've tried using it, and I'm still logged in successfully. But in Safari the login doesn't seem to be working. Neither does it with Yahoo. I get a screen "Lets go to Yahoo!" and a Yahoo logo. But when I click it, I get a screen, "Login??" I can't get into Yahoo. My company password doesn't work at all. I'd appreciate any help.
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LexCom does not examine the contents of session cookies. The contents of the session cookies are only used to identify a user. In this context, the content of the session cookies can only be a company ID/ID and/or username and password. As a general rule, a LexCom customer is treated as a business customer, meaning that LexCom uses data in accordance with
the customers business needs. LexComs privacy statement available within the ETKA software under the section Privacy applies. You have two options for Logging in: If you have a company login: company login - Username : 5ec8ef588b
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